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Targa.  Not accident damaged, nearly rust-free, but suffered interior 
fire damage. $2000 or offer. Call David, 269-0019 

245-16" and 225-16" Comp TA R-1 and Hoosier tires, the stickiest 
tires made.  Still several left; make an offer - I need more room! 
Call David at 269-0019 

1986 944 Turbo R/C Car, Rare R/C 944 made by Nikko in 1984.  
1/24 scale, 27MHz.  Full Function radio control. (Fwd, Reverse, and 
turns both ways) uses 4 AA and one 9Volt battery. Black in color.  
Some scratches but in GWC  $40 or offer. Call Tobias, 668-9639 
 

To  advertise in the newsletter contact Tobias Theobald via email 
 1985944@mts.net or telephone 668-9639  

Photo Credits 
1,12 Keith Gordon 
6,16   Tobias Theobald 
18 www.928spyder.com 

Red River Region Calendar of Events 
 
July 7 Monthly PCA Meeting  Grapes, Leon’s Centre 
July 10th Annual PCA Pool Party  Contact 
      Malcolm Hinds 
July 18th Altona Drive   Contact  
      Malcolm Hinds 
August 4 Monthly PCA Meeting  Grapes, Leon’s Centre 
August 6-8 PCA Club Race, BIR 
August 22 PCA BBQ and CruiseNight   Contact Tobias 
August 27-29 PCA Run for the Hills   Contact David Grant 
 Black Hills, South Dakota (Zone 10 Event)   
September 1 Monthly PCA Meeting  Grapes, Leon’s Centre 
October 6 Monthly PCA Meeting  Grapes, Leon’s Centre 
November 3 Monthly PCA Meeting  Grapes, Leon’s Centre 
December 1 Monthly PCA Meeting  Grapes, Leon’s Centre
  
 
Common Acronyms:  
RRR   -  Red River Region of the Porsche Club of America 
WSCC   -  Winnipeg Sports Car Club 
Nord Stern   -  Minnesota Region of PCA operating primarily out of Minneapolis 
BIR   -  Brainerd International Raceway (2 hours east of Fargo) 
Autocross   -  navigation of pylons at relatively low speeds in parking lot 
Pro-solo   -  3 lap run on the racetrack; 1 car on track at a time 
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President’s Column: 
By Malcolm Hinds 

 
By now I expect that everyone will have their precious toys on the 
road – unless that is, you are beset with mechanical problems, or, are 
one of those rare hardy souls that drive their Porsche year round. So, 
now you are out there, you must come to one of our meetings held on 
the first Wednesday of every month at Grapes, Leon’s Centre. During 
the summer we always have a line up of the cars in the reserved 
parking and it is fun to watch those coming into the restaurant 
gawking and pointing at the display. So come along and add to the 
attraction! 
 
 During the coming months we have a number of events scheduled 
which we urge you to attend. On July 10 is the ever-popular Annual 
Pool Party. The club provides all the eats and soft drinks and the 
riotous water polo challenge is not to be missed! On Sunday, July 18, 
there is a relaxing drive to Altona with a participation in the Annual 

S u n f l o w e r 
Festival, Show 
and Shine. It is 
all free (except 
your eats and 
drinks) and 
trophies are 
awarded for the 
best cars. As 
well, David 
G r a n t  i s  
working on 
a n o t h e r 
Autocross with 
details to be 
released soon. 
Keep watching 
your e-mail for 
t h e  l a t e s t  
announcement. 
And, if you 
don’t have e-
mail, contact 
any one of your 4 21 

Classifieds: 
 
Wanted Mid - late 80’s 911 preferably 930.  Call Dean: 1-807-223-
4463   

Wanted 1997 - 1999 Porsche Boxster Please Call Evan with details 
(204) 589-9333(w),    (204) 837-6644(h)   evanp@marinerneptune.com 

Parts for 924 Turbo - I am selling spare 924T parts.  Lots of parts 
will  fit early 944 or 924/924S models.    $10+up  Contact Tobias: 
(204) 668-9639 

Wheels for 944 Turbo 16 inch 16x7 16x8 rear.  5 phone dials - (3 
front 2 rear) , 4 flat dish  (2 front 2 rear)  $1000 takes it all.    
Call Kurt Daunheimer 1-306-584-1507 

Two 14 inch Nardi wood steering wheels for sale. These are 
authentic Nardis. One is in very good condition - $250.00; the other 
has a crack in the wood which is reparable - $200.00. Call Gord at 952-
2969 or e-mail cdn914@mts.net. 

Parts from a 1986 944 turbo/ 951:  Steering column with 
functioning ignition lock, with key; all underdash components, such as 
A/C, heater, wiring, pedals, switches.  All parts will fit regular 944 
also. Call David, 269-0019 

1971 911 Targa convertible, for parts, or to restore a rusty or bent 
(Continued on page 22) 

The 8th international Porsche Modell Club Winter Swap will be held 
on Saturday the 6th of November 2004 (10:00 am – 17:00 pm) in the 
Hall of Strahle Motorsport, Jakob-Schule Strasse 60, D-73655 
Pluderhausen, Germany.  Parking at P1 (Porsche Only display 
parking), P2 and P3-areas (shuttles available).  Entrance fee: Euro 
5,00. 
  
For more information about visiting or participating in the PMC-
Porsche Winter Swap 2004, please contact the PMC Swap 
Organisation:  PO Box 2, NO-7800 AA Emmen, Netherlands, Tel. 
++31-599-671442, Fax ++31-599-671044, Email: info@koop-co.nl 
WWW.KOOP-CO.NL/PORSCHE-SWAP or contact Albert Lo, 
PMC US Representative, Email:  darkknight911GT2@aol.com 



Porsche Modell Club – Porsche Swap Press-INFORMATION 

“Worlds biggest Porsche Swapmeet” 
  

On the 6th of November 2004 the 8th international and annual Porsche 
Modell Club Winter Swap will take place at a new location in 
Pluderhausen near Schorndort (Stuttgart, Germany).  The Porsche 
Winter Swap is a mega swapmeet and exhibition on 2.500 square 
meters about Porsche modelcars in scales 1:1 to 1:220 and Porsche 
memorabilia (books, posters, magazines, brochures, art, design, 
advertisement articles, telephone cards, stamps, pins etc.)  More than 
1.000 international visitors and 75 vendors will attend the swap this 
year.  You can meet other collectors and find special collector-items 
and the newest releases.  In the same hall you can visit for the first 
time the special Porsche spare parts and cars market and exhibition.  
You will find the complete range of the 4, 6, 8 and 12 Porsche-
Cylinder cars.  The Porsche Modell Club is officially recognized by 
Porsche A.G. 
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Our Newest Members — Welcome To The PCA Family 

 

• John Gartner   1995 911 Coupe 
• Daniel Kurtz   2000 Boxster 
• Evan Page    1987 944 
• Jeffrey Horvath   1986 911 Cabriolet 

Board members who will keep you informed of developments of 
whichever event is of interest to you.  
 
 The annual Auto Haus Porsche clinic was held at the end of May. 
Three of our members turned up to have their cars checked, and of the 
non-members that came, three joined the PCA on the spot. Two 
others said they would think about it. We shall just have to wait and 
see! 
 
 Now for some important news from the PCA National Office. As most 
of you already know, PCA is comprised of 140 regions in the USA, 
Canada and Germany. The Germany Region was formed as a result of 
US forces based there, and their events were held on the base (US 
territory). Since 9/11, two changes have occurred. First, the US 
Government has banned such activities occurring on military bases, 
and second, insurance companies have become very particular about 
the details of what they underwrite. The bottom line is that the PCA 
can no longer provide insurance coverage for PCA events occurring in 
Germany. For this reason, the PCA Board at their meeting on July 6 
will vote to revoke the Charter of the Germany Region. 
 
 From the extensive amount of material that I have received, it is clear 
that the PCA have explored every avenue including retaining lawyers 
in Germany, talking to insurance companies in Europe, (including 
Lloyds of London), but they have not been able to find a solution that 
does not put the whole PCA organization at risk. Members of the 
Germany Region will have the option to resign will a full refund of 
dues paid, or they can become a member of a Region in the USA or 
Canada. 
 
 In closing, I wish all our members a summer of safe and happy 
motoring. 
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Editor’s Column: 
By Tobias Theobald 

 
Summer’s here in full swing, and I hope every one of you is enjoying 
the summer in your Porsche.  Radio pumping with top down, Targa 
roof off, or sunroof open; yes summer is finally here so let’s enjoy it 
while we can. 

Although June was a cool month, we did have a couple nice days here 
and there. The weekend of June 11th - 13th was a cool one here in 
Winnipeg, but mother nature made sure the Grand Prix du Canada 
would be nice and warm.,  Montreal  was 26 degrees and sunny.  
Perfect weather for a race weekend. 

Rumors were rampant in Montreal.  News reports indicated Jacques 
Villeneuve was in town.   After that report it didn’t take long for 
people to start talking.  The hotel management told me that Jacques 
was to practice in one 
of the Williams F1 
cars.  Other rumor’s 
got more radical.  One 
rumor was that Ralph 
Schumacher was to be 
bumped by Jacques 
for the race.  It was 
clear that I needed to 
get to Circuit Gilles 
Villeneuve ASAP to 
put these rumor’s to 
rest. 

Friday’s sessions ended without any appearance by Jacques.  His fans 
were  showing their support by flying banners asking him to return. 
Other’s had banners that said “Sir Frank, Please Sign Jacques”.  It was 
clear however that the rumors this weekend were just that., since both 
Williams BMW cars came out with their regular drivers Juan Pablo 
Montoya, and Ralph Schumacher. 

The Nightlife in Montreal was awesome.  Basically combine 
Winnipeg’s Annual Cruisin’ Downtown with the Downtown parties 
we used to have and add thousands of people.  Moving down the street 

263 Gunn Road - Mailing Address: Box 57, GRP 512, RR 5, 
Winnipeg, MB - Canada - R2C 2Z2 

Phone. (204) 942-2600 or (204) 222-9191 - Fax. (204) 222-7303 

********************************************************************** 
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Need For Speed Porsche Unleashed Season Ends 
By: Tobias Theobald 

 
The Need for Speed racing season came to a close on June 28, 2004.  
The first season proved to be quite popular.  A few times we had 6 
racers log into the game. (That’s a better turn out than some driving 
events!)  Wheel to wheel racing and rubbing without the risk of 
damage to a real car is a wonderful thing! And no pesky waivers to 
sign either! 
 
The final race day only had two racers sign in; myself and Malcolm.  I 
guess the nice weather kept people busy and away from their 
computers.  We raced until almost 11PM.  The racing was tight and 
close, and most of the races were won by a second or even less. 

Thanks to all the regulars that made this season such a success.  I 
hope you all join in this coming fall.  For season two.  I expect we will 
start season 2 sometime around Thanksgiving.  If you would like to 
join the fun, email me at 1985944@mts.net and I will include you in 
my mailing list for the race sign in. 



The W3-Triposto 
By:Tobias Theobald 

 
During the Grand Prix du Canada, the Rennsport Region held a 
display on Rue Crescent.  At this display a single ez-up tent was 
erected to supply shade for a car.  As I got closer I realized this was a 
Porsche unlike any other I had ever seen.   A sign at the car said “928 
Spyder” , but this car wasn’t a regular 928 Spyder.  Okay, there’s 
nothing regular about the 928 Spyder in the first place, but this car 
was wacky.  Much like the Mclaren 
F1, this car had three molded seats.  
The middle seat was for the driver, 
and apparently a stress bearing 
part of the vehicle. Above the 
driver’s helmet is the air inlet.  The 
two passenger seats were slightly 
recessed.   The doors were chopped 
at the bottom, leaving an opening 
on the bottom half when the doors are closed and they opened 
butterfly style.  The mirrors looked like they came off a Formula One 
car. Interestingly enough, the mirror posts were handles from Gillette 
Sensor Razors, with Gillette still being legible on the passenger 
mirror’s shaft.  The front spoiler can be adjusted to four settings by 
the driver.   The car is said to be a stylized tribute to the Porsche 718 
RSK.  One look at it and you can see the resemblance. 
 
The car is called the W3-Triposto and was 
created by Wingho Auto Classique Inc. in 
Montreal, the creators of the original 928 
Spyder.  This car took four years to build, and 
has an unknown value.  For insurance purposes 
the car has been valued at $250,000.  Powered 
by a 1988 3.2 litre 911 engine with a 915 
gearbox, this car has an estimated top speed of 
this car is 270KM/h with a 0-100KM/h 
acceleration estimated at 5 seconds flat.   
 
Sadly, my digital camera was completely full 
from the F1 race, that I wasn’t able to take any 
photos.  The images in this article were taken 
from the Wingho website.  Read all about this 
car at www.928Spyder.com  7 

was like trying to get through an angry mob of soccer hooligans.  A 
u2 cover band was performing on a stage on the corner of Rue 
Crescent and Boul de Maisonneuve.  The singer stopped to tell the 
crowd that an Irish friend will be helping them play the next few 
songs.  Team Jordan owner Eddie Jordan walked on stage and sat 
behind the drums.  Eddie played 3 or four songs with the band. Very 
Cool! 

On Saturday the BMWs,  Hondas and the Renaults were most 
competitive.  It seemed the race would be a challenge for Ferrari.  
Ralph Schumacher (BMW) drove into pole position with Jenson 
Button (Honda) and Jarno Trulli (Renault) rounding out the top three.   
Minutes after qualifying finished, the support races continued . 

One of the Saturday Support races was The Historic Grand Prix.   
Twenty ‘60s and ‘70s F1 cars racing around the circuit in fun 
competition.  Cars once driven by legendary racers running the track 

(Continued on page 16) 
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Porsche Quiz 
 

 Test your knowledge on the following Porsche related questions. 
Have Fun:  Mary Anne Nowakowski 

 
 

1. The first production 356 model Porsche body’s were made from 
what material? 

a. Steel 
b. Fiberglass 
c. Plastic 
d. Aluminum 

 
2. The first model, designate 356/1, had what type of engine 
configuration? 

a. Mid Engine 
b. Front Engine 
c. Rear Engine 
d. Pedal Power 

 
3. The 928 production run lasted from? 

a. 1970 to 1990 
b. 1975 to 1990 
c. 1975 to 1995 
d. 1978 to 1995 

 
4. The most well known trademark of the 930 was the? 

a. Modified Suspension 
b. Fuel Injection 
c. GPS Navigation 
d. Whaletail 

 
5. In 1979 the 930 was discontinued in the US market mainly due to? 

a. Too High List Price 
b. Lack of Public Enthusiasm 
c. High Fuel PricesEmission Requirements 

 
6. The model number of the last air-cooled 911 is? 

a. 930 
b. 914 
c. 993 
d. 996 

 
 

Upcoming events Notice: 
By Malcolm Hinds 

 
POOL PARTY- The annual pool party will be held on Saturday July 
10 at my place from 4.00 p.m. - 11.00 p.m.. There is no charge for this 
event. The Club provides for munchies, snacks, burgers, hot dogs, 
smokies, salad, dessert and soft drinks. The rest is BYOB, where B 
means: 
  
Booze, Bathing suit, Bathtowel, Beef (if you want a steak), Bugspray 
  
This event is always enjoyed by those that attend. It is lots of fun - the 
highlight being the annual water polo challenge. Newer members are 
particularly encouraged to come along and meet others in the Club. 
  
If you plan on attending, please send me an e-mail, or phone, advising 
how many persons will be in your group. I need to know this by the 
previous evening, so that we can buy and prepare the correct amount 
of food, etc. 
  
DRIVE TO ALTONA FOR THE SUNSHINE FESTIVAL - 
SHOW AND SHINE - This will be a Porsche Club drive to Altona 
on Sunday, July 18. We will meet at 10.00 a.m. at Perkins/Coyote's 
parking lot on Pembina (just north of Bishop Grandin). We will 
depart at 10.15, as a group, for Altona. There will be an area reserved 
for us at the Show and Shine which runs from noon 'till 4.00 p.m. 
when prizes will be awarded. There is no cost for this, other than your 
gas and whatever you want to eat and drink. 
The organisers have agreed to reserve a space for us so we can arrive 
just before noon and still be all together. 
  
If you plan on attending, please send me an e-mail, or phone so we can 
secure sufficient reserved space. I need to know by noon on Saturday, 
July 17.  
Lets have a great turnout for this Club drive. 
  
Happy Motoring! 
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again is definitely a nice sight.  Unfortunately two cars collided in this 
race forcing the race to be 
red flagged.  One car didn’t 
see the other coming up 
behind him.  They turned 
into each other in the side 
section of the track after 
the “Senna S” sending one 
into the tire barrier at full 
speed. The driver appeared 
unconscious and was lifted 
out of the car and taken to 
the hospital.  There were 
no updates on his condition 
of the for the remainder of 
the weekend, so I assume he survived without major injuries.   

Sunday’s race was very exciting.  The driveshaft failed on Alonso’s 
Renault right in front of our grandstand.  Alonso gave a lucky fan his 
racing gloves as a souvenir.  Michael Schumacher brought his Ferrari 
from sixth on the grid all the way to first for a win.  Ralph managed to 
hang onto second and Rubens Barrichello hauled into 3rd place. After 
the race, the crowd charged the track to get a close up view of the 
podium presentation.  After the podium, I collected carbon fibre body 
pieces from a car that crashed in the hairpin on lap 62.  Later that day, 
the BMWs and Toyotas were Disqualified for illegal brake vents, 
moving Barrichello to 2nd, and Jenson Button from 4th to 3rd.  

An event like this 
s h o u l d n ’ t  b e  
missed. by any 
racing fan.  I plan 
on going again in 
2005.  If you would 
like to go, but have 
questions, feel free 
to talk to me and 
I’ll be glad to help 
out with some 
information. 

Historic Grand Prix cars race Saturday afrernoon 

Left to Right: Ralph Schumacher (2nd), Michael 
Schumacher(1st), Rubens Barrichello(3rd) 9 

7. The model number of the first water-cooled 911 is? 
a. 930 
b. 914  
c. 993 
d. 996 

 
8. The 11th character in your Boxster VIN number indicates? 

a. The color code of the vehicle 
b. The option CD disk changer 
c. Zenon headlamp option 
d. Where the vehicle was built 

 
9. All street 911’s have had their camshafts driven by: 

a. Chains 
b. Gears 
c. Belts 
d. Rope 

 
10. The Carrera 4 
introduced what 
major changes to the 
mainstream 911 
series: 
a. Four Wheel 

steering 
b. Ventilated disk 

brakes 
c. 4 wheel drive 
d. ABS brakes 
e. C & D 
 
 
 
  

 Answers:  
1) D 2) A 3) D  
4) D       5) D       6) C 
7) D 8) D      9) A 
10)E 
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Report from Toronto: James Dean’s 550 Porsche Spyder 
Keith Gordon with information from Lawrence Yap 

 
Sorry for the delay in the columns from the East.  Things have been a 
wee bit busy, but as of Tuesday, April 27th I am now an MBA graduate 
of the Schulich School of Business.  It does not feel like two years since 
I was last regularly attending Porsche Club meetings at Grapes.  That 
said, there has been little to report from the Upper Canada Region 
since I have had evening classes the same night as their monthly 
meetings, precluding much involvement on my part.  Porsche-philes in 
the crowd will be interested to know that Porsches do abound in the 
east due to the near year-round usability of the car, and I do not just 
mean the Cayenne.  I saw many Boxsters and 911’s, hopefully shod 
with snow tires, throughout the winter season.  Given the melting 
spells and bare pavement, plus temperatures that do not require block 
heaters or interior warmers, and easterners do get to use their 
Porsches more of the year.  I would caution that despite Porsche’s use 
of galvanized steel, one still needs to wash the car after every venture 
out onto salt 
covered roads, so 
there is a distinct 
trade-off. 
 
Well the real 
subject of this 
column is some 
of the interesting 
details behind 
James Dean’s 550 
Porsche Spyder 
and his fatal 
crash behind the 
wheel of that car 
that I have 
learned from 
Toronto Star 
automotive 
writer and 
Porsche fanatic 
Lawrence Yap.  
Now we all are 
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Not interested in something dedicated to Porsche, then there’s the 
video, “Mischief 3000” a 90 minute movie about the Gumball Rally.  
Filmed by a participant of the rally this video shows a ton of fast and 
expensive cars as they race 3000 miles across the USA in an illegal 
street Race. 
 
Need to fix your Porsche? We’ve got the 11 Volume set of the popular 
Up Fixin’ Der Porsche, A technical  Q&A archive from the PCA.  
Volume 11 is the index.  Check it out, and see if your car’s problems 
are listed in one of the volumes.  Perhaps you would prefer the CD-
ROM version of the 944 Technical Repair Manual? We’ve got that 
too. 
 
Chances are that we have something of use or interest to every 
member.  We do accept additions to the library also.  If you would like 
to donate to the library, please let any member of the Board know. 
 
Here’s the full list of items in our library: 
 
Books 
Up Fixin Der Porsche Volumes 1 -11 
Porsche Family Tree 1948 - 1995, Published by PCA 
Porsche Driving Experience, Guidelines for Driving Techniques. -
workbook from Professional Driving instruction. 
924/944/968 FAQ binder.  
Tweeks Porsche Parts and Accessories Catalog 
PCA - Porsche Parade Competition Rule Book 
 
CD-ROMS 
944 Technical Repair Manual (2 CDs) 
Porsche Parts Catalog (1950 - 2000) 
Pelican Parts Technical Repair and Parts Catalog 
 
Videos 
Porsche Clubs Worldwide (VHS) - 13 Minutes 
Victory By Design: Porsche Story (VHS) 
Mischief 3000 - Gumball Rally (VHS) 
Rothman’s 944 Challenge (DVD) - On Order 
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The Book Worm’s Paradise 
By: Tobias Theobald 

 
Most people don’t realize what this club can offer it’s members.  Did 
you know that we have a library?  We even have a librarian (Bruce 
Tait).  Perhaps the headline was a little deceiving, our library isn’t a 
bookworm’s Paradise, but it will keep you busy on a stormy evening.   
Our library includes, books, CD-ROMs and videos.   There is no 
charge to borrowing an item from the library, and there’s no set 
return date.  We just ask that you return the item within a reasonable 
time frame. 
 
The library itself is small enough that Bruce can bring the library with 
him to the meetings.  Bruce is a regular at all the meetings, and also 
attends most social and driving events.  For this reason, borrowing 
and returning from the library is quite simple.  If you’re looking for 
some entertainment, check out the video, “Victory By Design; Porsche 
Story”.  The first installment of the Victory by Design series, this 
video takes a good look at the history of Porsche and how competition 
was used as a method to progress the design of  Porsche cars.  This 
video includes some rare footage and of course some very rare cars. 
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aware of some of the details; September 30, 1955 after shooting the 
final scenes of the movie Giant, Dean was on his way from L.A. to a 
racetrack in Salinas.  He was an amateur racer and was at the wheel of 
his #130 silver Spyder “Little Bastard”. Dean was killed when he was 
struck by a Ford at the intersection of highways 466 and 41 near 
Chalome, CA.  His death while driving a sports car to a race only 
served to increase his bad-boy image and made Rebel Without a Cause 
that much more poignant when it was released posthumously a month 
later.  This tends to be the extent of most people’s knowledge of the 
events and where much of the urban legend begins. 
 
 What is not so widely known is that Dean was not alone, as he was 
traveling with his mechanic Rolf Wutherich in the passenger seat.  
Rolf was injured in the accident, but survived.  Dean was also not 
driving fast as is widely believed, since he was only traveling 57 mph 
in a 60 zone.  Now to explore some of the more eerie details.  Only 
days before the accident Dean said on a radio show that since he began 
track driving he had ceased driving fast on the street, mainly out of 
fear for what other drivers would do and if they would see him.  His 
last words to Rolf as the 1953 Ford pulled out the intersection were, “I 
wonder if he sees us?” 
 
After the crash, the remains of the 
550 was bought by the man who 
had done much of the custom work 
on the car including painting 
“Little Bastard” on the back.  Upon 
arrival it fell off the trailer and 
broke the legs of the mechanic unloading it.  Parts from the car were 
sold to two racers.  The first died in a crash and the second had a fire, 
lost control and suffered serious injuries.  A thief who attempted to 
steal the Porsche’s steering wheel was injured trying to escape.  Two 
of the tires went to another racer who suffered a major blowout and 
was nearly killed.  The Highway Patrol borrowed the remains for a 
traveling road safety display and had their storage garage burn to the 
ground, though the 550 survived.  Then at the first stop on the tour, 
the car fell from its mounts and broke a teenager’s hip.  By 1960 the 
Highway Patrol had enough and were returning the car from San 
Francisco.  Of course the 550 and transporter never made it and were 
never found.  Sounds like the only Porsche in the world I would not 
want to own.  For even more information see the website 
www.JamesDean.com  
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MAAC – Winnipeg Police Service Cruisin’ Day 
By: Keith Gordon 

 
 On Saturday, May 29th the Red River Region of the PCA, as part of 
our ongoing support of the Manitoba Association of Automotive 
Clubs, participated in an exhibition with the Winnipeg Police Services 
Traffic Division on safe cruising. The difficulty was that the event 
started around 9:00 am when the majority of the target audience, the 
young cruisers, were home tucked away in their beds. Though the 
event ran until 3:00 pm there was still a problem with attendance. 
Despite the fact that no tickets were being issued, there may have been 
concern that the technical inspections the police were conducting for 
the purpose of owner information would also be recorded for future 
use. The intentions of the inspections needed to be more clearly 
publicized in order to attract those drivers whose cars are modified 
enough to warrant police attention. 

Despite the poor crowd of spectators, the participating clubs were full 
of automotive enthusiasts who checked out all the displays. The car 
clubs on display ranged from vintage American iron through heavily 
modified imports through to one of the local high school automotive 
programs and their unique 2-way car. This vehicle started life as car 

The infamous Dual Direction Car built by the automotive students at 
a local High School 
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********************************************************************** 

front ends welded together to save space when teaching. Though it 
only used one service shop bay, the car had 2 engines, steering wheels 
and drive trains so that twice as many students could be taught at 
once. It was only later that the students decided that the vehicle 
should see the light of day. 

Though the attendance was poor, it is pleasing to see the Police 
Traffic Services reaching out to organizations such as MAAC to 
attempt to find creative solutions to some of the problems associated 
with cruising. Let us hope that these creative and proactive approaches 
continue to be sought. As enthusiasts of fine high-performance 
German automobiles we should all be thankful that the police and 
government are not simply conspiring to crack down on any car that 
they deem to overly dedicated to speed. The red-light cameras are 
doing a good enough job of that on their own. 


